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The first full account of the search for the Apostle's body In the year A.D. 68, St. Peter was put to

death in Rome as an enemy of the state. Roman law forbade him a proper burial and denied his

friends even the right to recover his body, so few souls were able to learn his final resting place. For

centuries, tradition held that to honor and preserve the mortal remains of this true Prince of the

Apostles, St. Peter's Basilica had been built right over St. Peter's grave. Not, however, until 1939,

did researchers, scholars, and scientists begin sustained, systematic efforts to discover the truth, an

archaeological task that spanned 30 years. Carefully studying every known clue while literally

unearthing others as they tunneled their way through a tangle of ancient structures beneath the

magnificent high altar of St. Peter's, they slowly unraveled the secrets surrounding the burial of St.

Peter. The Bones of Saint Peter is the engrossing true story of how these determined researchers

finally solved the puzzle of St. Peter's burial and rescued his bodily remains from centuries of

oblivion.
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In the year A.D. 68, St. Peter was put to death in Rome as an enemy of the state. Roman law

forbade him a proper burial and denied his friends even the right to recover his body, so few souls

were able to learn his final resting place.  For centuries, tradition held that to honor and preserve the

mortal remains of this true Prince of the Apostles, St. Peter's Basilica had been built right over St.

Peter's grave.  Not, however, until 1939, did researchers, scholars, and scientists begin sustained,



systematic efforts to discover the truth, an archaeological task that spanned 30 years. Carefully

studying every known clue while literally unearthing others as they tunneled their way through a

tangle of ancient structures beneath the magnificent high altar of St. Peter's, they slowly unraveled

the secrets surrounding the burial of St. Peter.  The Bones of Saint Peter is the engrossing true

story of how these determined researchers finally solved the puzzle of St. Peter's burial and rescued

his bodily remains from centuries of oblivion.

John Evangelist Walsh, the author of several books, was for many years a senior editor at Reader's

Digest. He has written books on topics as various as the Shroud of Turin, the Wright Brothers, and

John Paul Jones.

Walsh's book on this subject is arguably the best non-scholarly work available, better even than

Professor Guarducci's own book (published in English translation in 1960 as "The Tomb of St

Peter"). Walsh did his homework, writes clearly, provides helpful diagrams and interesting

photographs. There are also references and bibliography which enable a more curious reader to

pursue the subject further. Readers who have been conducted through the "scavi" beneath St

Peter's will find this a wonderful clarification of what they saw, those who plan to visit them will find it

an excellent preparation. But, a very strong warning. The electronic text is horribly riddled with

typographical errors, at least one or two per page. Some of them are easy to decipher, and almost

funny, e.g., "Pope Pius XH's admitted personal fascination" or "Imagine an immense square shaft ...

twenty 'jam feet on a side." Others so badly mangle words and numbers that it is impossible to

decipher the original, sometimes important, word or date. That readers should have to engage in

such an exercise does no credit to the publishers, and if it is at first an annoyance, it soon becomes

distracting and frustrating. If you really want to read the book, you'll be happier with a bound copy.

This book sucked me in, and I couldn't put it down.It reads like a mystery, and a historical lesson

mixed with archaeology, science and Christ.I highly recommend this read, it's like a real life Indiana

jones mystery.Highly recommended

This is the book that all Catholic should read. It is so moving and so interested I could not put it

down

This book explained so much and dispelled the controversy surrounding the finding of St Peter's



burial site and tomb. Very interesting and factual account.

Great book!

Interesting and fact-filled!

One of the best archaeology investigations you would ever read and reconfirms your faith!

Excellent read! Thoroughly enjoyed this book.
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